880 CROWN & CHASSIS
Dear Texas Refinery Corp of Canada,
I service the mobile equipment for a lumber mill near Pictou, Nova Scotia. This is
a very tough and unforgiving environment. Our equipment
must not only fight the high demands of a fast-moving lumber
mill operation, but because of our location the climate is also
a big factor. Our equipment is susceptible to all the elements
including intense heat, freezing cold, and heavy rain. Then
we add in the typical lumber mill elements; a large amount of
dirt and saw dust. Not exactly the environment most greases
like to work in.
I have purchased 880 Crown & Chassis for over four years
now and like this product very much. I wanted to share a story that
happened recently. We brought in our workhorse loader on the yard
for more extensive service than normal. It is a Volvo 190e loader that
literally runs almost 24 hours per day 7 days per week. This piece
of equipment runs 160 hours or more each week and only gets shut
down one time every seven days for light service when I grease
it with 880 Crown & Chassis. We use this loader to stack
lumber as it comes from the mill, put lumber in the dry kilns
as well as take it away.
During this particular service period we decided to pull the pins
and inspect them. The pins have 40,000 hours of use on them
with 880 Crown & Chassis and as you can see in the pictures
provided, they are still in great shape. We put them back in
and continued working. With the environment this loader works
in we were amazed at the great condition of the pins after this
amount of time and the daily grind this loader is put through. The proof
of the quality found in 880 Crown & Chassis is in these pictures and
proved to us that 880 Crown & Chassis protects every bit as good as
it claims. It would have cost thousands of dollars to replace these
pins and bushings.

Thank you for introducing me to this time and money saving product.
Gordon Mackenzie
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